A computer receives a number of groups of projection images of a reference object already known to the computer. Each projection image was captured via a recording arrangement with corresponding positioning of the recording arrangement. The computer uses one projection image for the respective position of the recording arrangement to determine an interim projection matrix, which describes a mapping of the three-dimensional space to a projection image captured with the respective positioning of the recording arrangement. The interim projection matrices relate to coordinate systems that are specifically assigned to each group. The computer uses interim projection matrices of different groups determined for the same position of the recording arrangement to determine locations of the other coordinate systems related to one of the coordinate systems. The computer uses the interim projection matrices and locations of the other coordinate systems to define a final projection matrix, that relates to a uniform coordinate system, for every position of the recording arrangement.
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METHOD FOR DETERMINING FINAL PROJECTION MATRICES

CROSS REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS

[0001] This application claims priority of German Patent Office application No. 10 2006 044 661.5 filed Sep. 21, 2006, which is incorporated by reference herein in its entirety.

FIELD OF INVENTION

[0002] The present invention relates to a method for determining final projection matrices. Determination methods of this type are generally known to those skilled in the art.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0003] It is known in the prior art that an examination object can be disposed in the examination region of a medical imaging system, for example in the examination region of an x-ray system. A radiation source is moved around the examination object on an essentially planar, essentially circular scan path. A radiation detector is also moved around the examination object on an essentially planar, essentially circular scan path at the same time as the radiation source. The movements of the radiation source and radiation detector are linked in such a manner that the examination object (or the relevant part of the examination object) is constantly located between the radiation source and radiation detector. As the radiation source and radiation detector move, the radiation detector is used to capture two-dimensional projection images of the examination object. What is known as a filtered back-projection algorithm is used to determine a three-dimensional reconstruction of the examination object from the captured two-dimensional projection images. The Feldkamp algorithm in particular is generally known to those skilled in the art and is described for example in the technical paper [1].

[0004] For an expedient application of filtered back-projection algorithms the projection matrix of every two-dimensional projection image must be known, this being a matrix, which correctly describes the mapping of the three-dimensional space to the plane, in which the radiation detector is located on receipt of the respective projection image. The plane, in which the radiation detector is located on receipt of the respective projection image.

[0005] It is in theory conceivable to determine the parameters, which define the respective projection matrix, directly from the positioning and orientation of the radiation source and radiation detector and to define the projection matrix based on these parameters. In practice however this procedure proves to be too inaccurate—for example due to mechanical instabilities.

[0006] In practice a reference object is disposed in the examination region. Projection images of the reference object are captured from exactly the same positions of the radiation source and radiation detector, from which projection images of examination objects are to be captured later. With a suitable arrangement of the reference object it is possible to define the parameters, which define the projection matrix for the respective projection image, and therefore also the projection matrix itself from each projection image. This procedure is generally known to those skilled in the art and is described in more detail in the technical paper [7] for example.

[0007] For each projection image the projection matrices are related to a coordinate system, the location (in other words position and orientation) of which is defined in relation to the reference object. In order to be able to effect a three-dimensional reconstruction, the projection matrices of all the projection images used also have to relate to the same coordinate system. The reference object must therefore not only be disposed in the beam path or in the examination region, it also cannot be moved as the projection images are being captured.

[0008] The procedure described above for determining the projection matrices provides good results for standard filtered back-projection algorithms, which assume an essentially circular scan path.

[0009] In recent times reconstruction algorithms have become known, which are based on non-circular scan paths. The new types of scan paths consist for example of two circular paths intersecting each other orthogonally or one scan path consisting of a number of circular segments. Tests with simulated data show that these reconstruction algorithms have the potential to improve reconstruction accuracy. See also technical papers [2] to [6].

[0010] In principle the method for determining projection matrices described above can also be used for these reconstruction algorithms. In practice the problem however arises that standard reference objects were developed to determine the projection matrices for circular scan paths. Determining the projection matrices for positions of the radiation source and radiation detector, which do not lie on such a circular scan path, is however—depending on the location of the individual case—subject to greater inaccuracies, only possible to a limited degree and with difficulty or impossible.

[0011] It is of course possible to determine the projection matrices for the scan path to be traveled in segments, with the reference object being positioned correspondingly for every segment of the scan path. This means that the projected matrices are related to the same coordinate system within each segment of the scan path. It cannot however be ensured that the coordinate systems of different segments correspond. This is however essential when applying the reconstruction algorithms.

[0012] It is also conceivable that a reference object can be developed, with which it is possible to determine the projection matrices for all the projection images captured while traveling the respective scan path. However this is associated with a considerable development and financial outlay. Also it is currently not foreseeable whether such attempts will meet with the desired success.

SUMMARY OF INVENTION

[0013] The object of the present invention is therefore to create a method for determining final projection matrices, with which the final projection matrices are related to a uniform coordinate system, even though the reference object was not always in the same place when the projection images of the reference object were being captured.
[0014] The object is achieved by a determination method, a computer program, a data medium and a computer as claimed.

[0015] According to the invention a computer receives a number of groups of projection images of a reference object already known to the computer. Each projection image was captured by means of a recording arrangement with corresponding positioning of the recording arrangement. The computer uses one projection image in each instance to determine an interim projection matrix in each instance for the respective position of the recording arrangement. Each interim projection matrix describes a mapping of the three-dimensional space to a projection image captured with the respective positioning of the recording arrangement. It is related to a coordinate system. A specific coordinate system is assigned to each group of projection images. The computer uses interim projection matrices of different groups determined for the same position of the recording arrangement to determine locations of the other coordinate systems related to one of the coordinate systems. The computer uses the interim projection matrices and locations of the other coordinate systems to define the final projection matrix for every position of the recording arrangement, with the final projection matrices being related to a uniform coordinate system.

[0016] The interim and final projection matrices are preferably 3x4 matrices, which define a projective mapping.

[0017] The location of the uniform coordinate systems can in principle be selected anywhere. The center point between the origin of the one coordinate system and the origin of one of the other coordinate systems can be selected for example and the orientation of one of the coordinate systems can be adopted. However the computer preferably adopts the location of the one coordinate system as the reference coordinate system. This procedure reduces computation outlay, as many of the interim projection matrices (namely the interim projection matrices related to this coordinate system) can be adopted directly.

[0018] In particular the computer can adopt the interim projection matrix for at least one position of the recording arrangement, for which it has determined an interim projection matrix related to the one coordinate system, as the final projection matrix and can determine the final projection matrix for at least one position of the recording arrangement, for which it has determined an interim projection matrix related to another coordinate system, based on the respective interim projection matrix related to the other coordinate system and the location of the other coordinate system.

[0019] It is possible for the computer to adopt the respective interim projection matrix as the final projection matrix for any position of the recording arrangement, for which it has determined an interim projection matrix related to the one coordinate system. In this instance the computer can determine the final projection matrix for every position of the recording arrangement for which it has determined an interim projection matrix but this interim projection matrix is not related to the one coordinate system, based on the respective interim projection matrix and the location of the coordinate system, to which the respective interim projection matrix is related.

[0020] However the following procedure is preferred: The final projection matrices form a sequence. The sequence has sub-segments. The final projection matrices of each sub-segment correspond to a locally contiguous segment of a scan path, along which the recording arrangement is displaced. The computer determines the final projection matrices based on the interim projection matrices of the same group within each sub-segment. In this process the computer takes account as far as necessary of the location of the coordinate system, to which the respective interim projection matrices are related.

[0021] To determine the final projection matrices the computer preferably determines corresponding transformation matrices, on the basis of which the other coordinate systems are transformed to the one coordinate system.

[0022] The computer preferably determines a homographic transformation matrix for every other coordinate system, by means of which the three-dimensional space of the respective other coordinate system is transformed to the one coordinate system. The computer uses the respective homographic transformation matrix to transform the interim projection matrices related to the respective other coordinate system to the one coordinate system. The homographic transformation matrices in this instance thus form transformation specifications, based on which the interim projection matrices are transformed to the one coordinate system. This procedure has the advantage that the respective transformation specification can be determined by resolving a linear equation system.

[0023] To determine the homographic transformation matrix the computer preferably carries out a singular value decomposition of the equation system, thus determining the matrix coefficients of the homographic transformation matrix. Computation outlay can be further reduced with this procedure. Possible ways and means for determining and resolving the linear equation system are generally known to those skilled in the art and are described for example in the technical publication [8].

[0024] In theory the procedure described above is exact. However in practice errors still occur. By resolving the linear equation system, the degree of error relating to the projection images is minimized. This procedure gives better results than when a degree of error relating to the three-dimensional space is optimized.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0025] Further advantages and details will emerge from the description which follows of an exemplary embodiment in conjunction with the schematic diagrams in the drawings, in which:

[0026] FIG. 1 shows a block circuit diagram of a medical imaging system and a computer,

[0027] FIGS. 2 and 3 show flow diagrams,

[0028] FIGS. 4 to 8 show examples of possible scan paths,

[0029] FIG. 9 shows a reference object,

[0030] FIG. 10 shows a flow diagram,

[0031] FIG. 11 shows examples of some scan points on a scan path and

[0032] FIGS. 12 to 14 show flow diagrams.
DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF INVENTION

[0033] According to FIG. 1 a medical imaging system 1 has a radiation source 2 and a radiation detector 3. The radiation source 2 and radiation detector 3 are both movable. Generally—for example in C-arm x-ray systems—the radiation source 2 and radiation detector 3 are moved in such a manner that a connecting line 4 from the radiation source 2 to the radiation detector 3 always includes a central point 5 regardless of the current location of the radiation source 2 and radiation detector 3. A volume region 6 around the central point 5 corresponds to an examination region 6 of the medical imaging system 1.

[0034] In normal operation of the medical imaging system an examination object 7 (generally a person 7) is positioned in such a manner that a part of the examination object 7 to be examined (e.g. the brain or abdominal cavity of the person 7) is located as centrally as possible in the examination region 6. The procedure is then as follows, as set out in FIG. 2:

[0035] A user 8 of the medical imaging system 1 selects a recording program. A computer 9, which controls the medical imaging system 1, receives the selection of the user 8 in a step S1.

[0036] In a step S2 the computer 9 waits for a start command to be input. When the computer 9 receives the start command, in a step S3 the computer 9 starts to displace a recording arrangement 10 along a predetermined scan path. The recording arrangement 10 in particular comprises the radiation source 2 and radiation detector 3.

[0037] In a step S4 the computer 9 selects a first predetermined capture position.

[0038] In a step S5 the computer 9 checks whether the selected predetermined capture position has been reached. If so, in a step S6 the computer 9 captures a projection image P of the examination object 7 and stores it.

[0039] In a step S7 the computer checks whether it has already captured and stored a projection image P for all the predetermined capture positions. If not, the computer 9 goes to a step S8, in which it selects the next predetermined capture position. It then goes back to step S5.

[0040] When the computer 9 has captured a projection image P for all the capture positions, in a step S9 it stops moving the recording arrangement 10 along the predetermined scan path.

[0041] The captured projection images P are generally analyzed by a computer other than the computer 9. In principle however the computer 9 could also carry out this processing operation. In the context of the present invention the essential steps for processing the projection images P as set out in FIG. 3 are as follows:

[0042] In a step S11 the computer 9 assigns the captured projection images P their corresponding projection matrices M.

[0043] In a step S12 the computer 9 uses a filtered back-projection algorithm to determine a three-dimensional reconstruction of the examination object 7 (or the relevant part of the examination object 7).

[0044] In a step S13 the computer 9 carries out further analyses of the three-dimensional reconstruction. Sectional representations or perspective views can be generated for example. Other analyses are also possible.

[0045] It can be seen from the above that the projection matrices M have to be known to the computer 9. Methods for determining the projection matrices M when the radiation source 2 is moved on a single circular scan path are known to those skilled in the art, for example from the technical paper [7]. However the scan path traveled in FIG. 2 is not circular. FIGS. 4 to 8 show examples of possible scan paths.

[0046] According to FIG. 4 a possible scan path has three segments. Each segment is circular per se. The segments adjoin each other orthogonally. They therefore describe the outer edges of an octant of a sphere.

[0047] Also according to FIG. 5 the scan path consists of a number of segments, with each segment in itself lying on a circular path. If the central point 5 is considered as the “earth’s core” and the radiation source 2 is displaced on the “earth’s surface”, each segment extends from a “pole” common to the segments to the “equator”. However they run on different “lines of longitude” from each other.

[0048] According to the example in FIG. 6 the scan path consists of two circles orthogonal to each other.

[0049] The configurations according to FIGS. 7 and 8 are also possible.

[0050] In all the examples in FIGS. 4 to 8 the segments of the scan path consist of circular paths or circle segments. But this is not mandatory. However with all the scan paths the region of the examination object 7 to be examined should be disposed close to the central point 5, for example in the vicinity of the “earth’s core” in the example in FIG. 5.

[0051] The scan paths shown in FIGS. 4 to 8 correspond to the positions of the radiation source 2 in relation to the central point 5. The radiation detector 3 is diametrically opposite in each instance. A method for determining the projection matrices M for such scan paths, as described by way of example in conjunction with FIGS. 4 to 8, is the subject matter of the present invention.

[0052] To implement the inventive determination method, the computer 9 (or another computer) operates a computer program 11. The computer program 11 was created beforehand and stored in a mass storage device 12 of the computer 9 (e.g. a hard disk). For example the computer program 11 can be stored on a mobile data medium 13 and can be supplied to the computer 9 by means of the mobile data medium 13 by way of a suitable interface 14 of the computer 9. Examples of suitable data media are USB memory sticks, memory cards, CD-ROMs, etc. It is also possible to supply the computer program 11 to the computer 9 by way of a network interface 15.

[0053] The computer program 11 contains a sequence of machine commands, which can be executed by the computer 9. It causes the computer 9 to execute a determination method according to FIG. 10, when the computer program 11 is called by an operator of the computer 9 (it being possible for said operator to be identical to the user 8). Calling the computer program 11 causes the computer program 11 to be downloaded into the working memory of the computer 9 and be processed by the computer 9.
In the context of the inventive determination method, projection images are used which are projection images of a reference object 16. The reference object 16 can in principle be of any nature, as long as it allows determination of the projection matrices M. A standard reference object 16 is preferably used, for example a so-called PDS2 calibration phantom. Such a reference object 16 is shown in FIG. 9 and is described briefly below.

The PDS2 calibration phantom 18 has a cylindrical base body 17, which is transparent to radiation emitted by the radiation source 2; for example the base body 17 can be made of plastic.

Small spheres are disposed helicoidally around the edge of a central axis 18. The positions of the spheres 19 in the space are known in relation to a coordinate system, which is defined in relation to the PDS2 calibration phantom 18. Some of the spheres 19 have a large diameter (e.g. 3.2 mm), the others have a small diameter (e.g. 1.6 mm). The order of large and small spheres 19 is defined in such a manner that it can be determined from a sub-sequence of for example eight directly consecutive spheres 19, which sphere 19 is which in the sequence as a whole. The spheres 19 are also positioned in the base body 17 in such a manner that it is possible to determine the projection matrices from the projection images of the reference object 16. They are related to the above-mentioned coordinate system defined in relation to the reference object 16.

The determination of a projection matrix based on a projection image of the reference object 16 is known to and common practice for those skilled in the art. The applicant refers again to the above-mentioned technical paper [7].

The inventive determination method is described in more detail in conjunction with FIG. 10. The descriptions relating to FIG. 10 also look more closely at acquisition of the projection images. Acquisition can be part of the inventive determination method but this is not absolutely necessary. It is only important that the necessary projection images of the reference object 16 are available.

According to FIG. 10 in a step S21 the reference object 16 is first disposed in a first location (position and orientation) in the examination region 6. The step S21 can be executed by the computer 9, in other words it triggers corresponding actuators, which position the reference object 16 accordingly. Alternatively positioning can be carried out by the user 8. The reference object 16 is preferably positioned in such a manner that its central axis 18 is approximately orthogonal to a circular path plane, which is defined by one of the segments of the scan path. Such positioning guarantees that the majority of the spheres 19 are visible in projection images still to be captured and that only a few of the spheres 19 overlap in these projection images. Identification of the spheres 19 is also relatively simple.

In a step S22 the computer 9 receives a first group G1 of first projection images P1 of the reference object 16. Step S22 corresponds in content to the acquisition described in conjunction with FIG. 2. Each projection image P1 of the first group G1 is therefore captured with corresponding positioning of the recording arrangement 10.

The projection images P1 of the first group G1 form a sequence of projection images P1. The sequence has sub-segments. Each sub-segment corresponds to the projection images P1, which were captured in a locally contiguous region of the scan path, in particular an individual circular path or circular path segment (see the above details relating to FIGS. 4 to 8).

In a step S23 the computer 9 checks whether it has already captured all the groups G1, G2, . . . of projection images P1, P2, . . . of the reference object 16. If not, the computer 9 goes to a step S24. In step S24 the reference object 16 is disposed in a further (second, third, . . . ) location in the examination region 6. Step S24 essentially corresponds (except for the new location) to step S21. The computer 9 then goes back to step S22.

If all the groups G1, G2, . . . of projection images P1, P2, . . . have already been captured, the computer 9 goes to a step S25. In step S25 the computer 9 selects those projection images P1, P2, . . . , based on which interim projection matrices M1, M2, are to be defined, from each group G1, G2, . . . . Alternatively the selection can be made automatically by the computer 9 or manually by the user 8.

In a step S26 the computer 9 checks whether at least one projection image P1, P2, . . . has been selected for each position of the recording arrangement 10. If not, the computer 9 goes back to step S25. Otherwise it goes to a step S27.

In step S27 the computer 9 checks whether there is at least one position of the recording arrangement 10 for each group G2, G3, . . . —in other words except for the first group G1—for which a projection image P1, P2, . . . has been selected both in the respective group G2, G3, . . . and in at least one group G1, G2, . . . with a lower number. If not, the computer 9 goes back to step S25. Otherwise it continues the determination method with a step S28.

In step S28 the computer 9 uses the selected projection images P1, P2, . . . of the groups G1, G2, . . . to select interim projection matrices M1, M2, . . . in each instance. The interim projection matrices M1, M2, . . . in each instance describe a mapping of the three-dimensional space to a projection image P1, P2, . . ., which was captured with the respective positioning of the recording arrangement 10. Each determined interim projection matrix M1, M2, . . . is related to a coordinate system, which is defined by the respective location of the reference object 16. Within the groups G1, G2, . . . the interim projection matrices M1, M2, . . . are therefore related to the same coordinate system. However the coordinate systems differ from group G1, G2, . . . to group G1, G2, . . . Each group G1, G2, . . . is therefore assigned a specific coordinate system.

Implementation of step S28 is possible for those skilled in the art without further ado. In the context of step S28 the positions of the spheres 19 are defined automatically or manually in each selected projection image P1, P2, . . . .

The positions of the spheres 19 are then sorted, in other words placed in sequence—again automatically or manually. Next sub-sequences of spheres 19 are defined—again automatically or manually—whereby it is to be concluded which sphere 19 is which—see also the above details relating to FIG. 9. The positions of the spheres 19 in space are known and the similarly known positions of the spheres
19 in the projection images P1, P2, . . . are then used—preferably independently by the computer 9—to define the interim projection matrices M1, M2, . . . . The interim projection matrices M1, M2, . . . contain all the geometric information necessary to describe the mapping of the three-dimensional space to the detector plan in full (or adequately).

[0068] The procedure in step S28 as such is known to those skilled in the art for individual projection matrices M1, M2, . . . . It can be adopted unchanged from the prior art, for example from the technical paper [7].

[0069] The projection matrices M1, M2, . . . are interim projection matrices. To determine the final projection matrices M the computer 9 can proceed as follows:

[0070] In a step S29 the computer 9 selects the second group G2 of projection images P2.

[0071] In a step S30 the computer 9 selects those positions of the recording arrangement 10, for which an interim projection matrix M1, M2, . . . has been determined, both in the currently selected group G2, G3, . . . of projection images P2, P3, . . . and also in a group G1, G2, . . . with a lower number.

[0072] In a step S31 the computer 9 uses the interim projection matrices M2, M3, . . . of the currently selected group G2, G3, . . . and the corresponding interim projection matrices M1, M2, . . . of the groups G1, G2, . . . with a lower number to determine a location of the coordinate system of the selected group G2, G3, . . . related to the coordinate system of the first group G1. The computer 9 preferably determines the location of the coordinate system using more than one—in particular every—such position of the recording arrangement 10. As a minimum the computer 9 uses a single such position of the recording arrangement 10.

[0073] If the computer 9 only defines the location of the coordinate system of the currently selected group G2, G3, . . . based on the interim projection matrices M1, M2, . . . of a single position of the recording arrangement 10, the relevant position of the recording arrangement 10 should be in the vicinity of but not precisely at the transition from one segment of the scan path to another segment of the scan path. This is described in more detail below in conjunction with FIG. 11.

[0074] FIG. 11 shows a schematic diagram of the reference object 16 in a first location and a second location. FIG. 11 also shows two segments A1, A2 of the scan path. The two segments A1, A2 are—at least approximately—segments of a circle around the central point 5. The individual points 20a to 20g are intended to show positions of the radiation source 2, in which a projection image P1, P2, . . . is captured in each instance. Clearly the position 20c lies at the intersection of the two segments A1, A2. If the location of the coordinate system for the segment A2 is to be determined in relation to the location of the coordinate system for the segment A1 based on a single position of the recording arrangement 10, this determination is preferably carried out based on one of the positions 20a, 20b or 20d to 20g. The position 20e should however not be used for this.

[0075] In a step S32 (see FIG. 10 again) the computer 9 checks whether it has already carried out the steps S30 and S31 for all the groups G2, G3, . . . of projection images P2, P3, . . . If not, in a step S33 the computer 9 selects the next group G3, G4, . . . of projection images P3, P4, . . . and goes back to step S30. Otherwise it continues the determination method with a step S34.

[0076] In step S34 the computer 9 uses the interim projection matrices M1, M2, . . . of the groups G1, G2, . . . and the locations of the coordinate system of the second, third, etc, groups G2, G3, . . . in relation to the coordinate system of the first group G1 for all positions of the recording arrangement 10 to define the final projection matrix M in each instance. Definition takes place here in such a manner that all the final projection matrices M are related to a uniform coordinate system.

[0077] A possible refinement of step S34 in FIG. 10 is described in more detail below in conjunction with FIG. 12.

[0078] According to FIG. 12 in a step S41 the computer 9 selects the first group G1 of projection images P1.

[0079] In a step S42 the computer 9 selects the positions of the recording arrangement 10, for which first interim projection matrices M1 were determined based on the projection images P1 of the first group G1.

[0080] In a step S43 for the positions of the recording arrangement 10 selected in step S42 the computer 9 defines the first interim projection matrices M1 as final projection matrices M for these positions of the recording arrangement 10.

[0081] In a step S44 the computer 9 selects the next group G2, G3, . . . of projection images P2, P3, . . .

[0082] In a step S45 the computer 9 selects those positions of the recording arrangement 10, for which an interim projection matrix M2, M3, . . . has been determined in the currently selected group G2, G3, . . . but for which no final projection matrix M has yet been defined.

[0083] For the positions of the recording arrangement 10 selected in step S45 in a step S46 the computer 9 defines the final projection matrices M based on the corresponding interim projection matrices M2, M3, . . . of the currently selected group G2, G3, . . . and the location of the coordinate system of the currently selected group G2, G3, . . . , in relation to the coordinate system of the first group G1.

[0084] In a step S47 the computer 9 checks whether steps S44 to S46 have already been executed for all groups G2, G3, . . . from the second group G2. If not, the computer 9 goes back to step S44. Otherwise the implementation of step S34 is completed.

[0085] The interim projection matrices M1, M2, . . . and also the final projection matrices M are preferably 3x4 matrices. For in this instance the projection matrices M1, M2, . . . can describe projective mappings. Projective mappings are generally known to and common practice for those skilled in the art. They are described for example in the technical publication [8]. Their important advantage is that they define a linear mapping in the homogeneous representation.

[0086] To implement step S46 in FIG. 12 it is possible to proceed as follows according to FIG. 13—for every individual position of the recording arrangement 10:
The following applies for the first interim projection matrix \( M_1 \)
\[
x_1 = M_1 x
\]

**0088** X here is any point in the space, in relation to the coordinate system of the first group \( G_1 \). \( x_1 \) is the point in the plane, onto which the point \( X \) is mapped.

**0089** The following applies for the second interim projection matrix \( M_2 \) determined for the same position of the recording arrangement \( M_2 \)
\[
x_2 = M_2 x
\]

**0090** It is known that the interim projection matrices \( M_1, M_2, \ldots \) can be converted to one another by means of a homographic transformation matrix \( M' \), so the following applies
\[
x_1 = M_2 M' x
\]

**0091** In a step \( S51 \), the computer \( 9 \) therefore defines a homographic transformation matrix \( M' \). The homographic transformation matrix \( M' \) is a \( 4 \times 4 \) matrix, by means of which the three-dimensional space of the coordinate system of the group \( G_2, G_3 \), selected in step \( S44 \) is transformed to the coordinate system of the first group \( G_1 \).

**0092** The homographic transformation matrix \( M' \) has \( 4 \times 4 \) matrix coefficients. In a step \( S52 \), the computer \( 9 \) therefore defines at least eight \( 2 \times 3 \)-dimensional correspondence pairs of points (spheres \( 19 \)) in corresponding projection images \( P_2, P_3, \ldots \) and \( P_1 \) of the currently selected group \( G_2, G_3, \ldots \) and of the first group \( G_1 \). Each correspondence pair supplies two equations with linear independence. This results in an equation system, in which \( 16 \) unknowns, namely the \( 16 \) matrix coefficients of the homographic transformation matrix \( M' \), occur. This equation system can be solved. The path to resolution is described for example in the technical publication [8]. It is therefore possible for the computer \( 9 \) to determine the matrix coefficients of the homographic transformation matrix \( M' \) in a step \( S53 \), thereby determining a transformation specification, based on which the interim projection matrices \( M_2, M_3, \ldots \) of the currently selected group \( G_2, G_3, \ldots \) can be transformed to the coordinate system of the first group \( G_1 \).

**0093** The step \( S53 \) in FIG. 13 can be implemented in different possible ways. The computer \( 9 \) preferably carries out a singular value decomposition of the linear equation system, based on which the matrix coefficients of the homographic transformation matrix \( M' \) can be determined. Based on the singular value decomposition it then determines the matrix coefficients of the homographic transformation matrix \( M' \).

**0094** The procedure in FIG. 13 is only exact in theory. In practice inevitable inaccuracies (e.g. the limited resolution of the radiation detector 3) cause errors to occur. Therefore deviations—which may only be minor—result between the measured “true” position of the spheres \( 19 \) and the positions of the spheres \( 19 \) calculated after the coordinate transformation for example in the projection images \( P_2, P_3, \ldots \) of the selected group \( G_2, G_3, \ldots \) in relation to the other pixels, which were not used to define the matrix coefficients. It is therefore possible to implement step \( S52 \) in such a manner that not only eight but more than eight—in particular significantly more than eight—\( 2 \times 3 \) correspondence pairs can be selected. The corresponding procedure is also known from the technical publication [8]. The predetermined \( 2 \times 3 \)-dimensional correspondence pairs can alternatively be taken from a single pair of corresponding projection images \( P_2, P_3, \ldots \) and \( P_1 \) or a number of pairs of such projection images \( P_1, P_2, \ldots \).

**0095** If more than eight \( 2 \times 3 \) correspondence pairs are predefined for the computer \( 9 \), the computer \( 9 \) optimizes a two-dimensional degree of error for the positions of the spheres \( 19 \) in the relevant projection images \( P_2, P_3, \ldots \) in relation to the projection images \( P_2, P_3, \ldots \). Generally it is sufficient to analyze approximately 20 to 30 pixels.

**0096** The procedure described above in conjunction with FIG. 12 is possible but not optimal. It is currently preferable to modify the procedure in FIG. 12 as described in more detail below in conjunction with FIG. 14.

**0097** According to FIG. 14, the steps \( S42 \) and \( S45 \) in FIG. 12 are replaced by steps \( S61 \) and \( S62 \). The other steps (steps \( S41, S43, S44, S46, \ldots \)) are retained.

**0098** In step \( S61 \)—as in step \( S42 \)—those positions of the recording arrangement \( M_2 \) are also selected, for which an interim projection matrix \( M_1 \) was determined in the first group \( G_1 \). In contrast to step \( S42 \) however only complete sub-segments of the sequence (or locally contiguous segments of the scan path) are selected. Step \( S61 \) can alternatively be executed independently by the computer \( 9 \) or by the user 8.

**0099** In a similar manner only complete sub-segments of the respectively selected second, third, . . . group \( G_2, G_3, \ldots \), for which corresponding interim projection matrices \( M_2, M_3, \ldots \) were determined, are also selected in step \( S62 \). It is insignificant in the context of step \( S62 \) whether interim projection matrices \( M_1, M_2, \ldots \) with a low number were determined in the selected sub-segments.

**0100** Modifications are of course also possible. Thus in particular when the selections in steps \( S42 \) and \( S61 \) on the one hand and \( S45 \) and \( S62 \) on the other hand are made manually, it may also be permitted for the user 8 to select interim projection matrices \( M_1, M_2, \ldots \), which only correspond respectively to parts of circular paths or circular path segments.

**0101** The present invention can in particular be used with \( C \)-arm x-ray systems. It is simple to implement, numerically stable and can be added on to these without any modification to the calibration method known per se. It is particularly advantageous, if individual segments of the scan path lie respectively in a planar plane, for example forming a circle or a circle segment.

**0102** The above description serves exclusively to explain the present invention. The scope of protection of the present invention should in contrast only be defined by the attached claims.
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13. The method as claimed in claim 12, wherein the computer adopts the interim projection matrix for at least
one position of the recording arrangement, for which it has
determined an interim projection matrix related to the one
coordinate system, as the final projection matrix and de-
termines the final projection matrix for at least one position
of the recording arrangement, for which it has determined
an interim projection matrix related to another coordinate sys-
tem, based on the respective interim projection matrix
related to the other coordinate system and the location of the
other coordinate system.

14. The method as claimed in claim 13, wherein the final
projection matrices form a sequence having sub-segments,
the final projection matrices of each sub-segment correspond
to a locally contiguous segment of a scan path, along which
the recording arrangement is displaced and the computer
determines the final projection matrices based on the interim
projection matrices of the same group within each sub-
segment.

15. The method as claimed in claim 14, wherein the computer
determines a homographic transformation matrix for
every other coordinate system, by means of which the
three-dimensional space of the respective other coordinate
system is transformed to the one coordinate system and the
computer uses the respective homographic transformation
matrix to transform the interim projection matrices related
to the respective other coordinate system to the one coordinate
system.

16. The method as claimed in claim 15, wherein the computer
determines the homographic transformation matrix
by resolving linear equation systems.

17. The method as claimed in claim 16, wherein the computer
carries out a singular value decomposition to resolve
the linear equation systems.

18. A computer program for execution by a computer,
comprising:

- receiving by the computer a plurality of groups of pro-
jection images of a reference object already known to
the computer;

- determining an interim projection matrix via one of a
plurality of projection images for the respective posi-
tion of the recording arrangement, where the interim
projection matrix describes a mapping of the three-
dimensional space to a projection image captured with
respective positioning of the recording arrangement and
being related to a coordinate system;

- assigning a specific coordinate system to each groups of
projection images;

- determining locations of the other coordinate systems
related to one of the coordinate systems by the computer
using interim projection matrices of different
groups determined for the same position of the record-
ing arrangement; and

- defining the final projection matrix by the computer using
the interim projection matrix and the locations of
other coordinate systems for each position of the
recording arrangement, wherein the final projection
matrices relate to a uniform coordinate system.
19. The computer program as claimed in claim 18, wherein the interim projection matrices and the final projection matrices are 3×4 matrices, that define a projective mapping.

20. The computer program as claimed in claim 19, wherein the computer adopts the interim projection matrix for at least one position of the recording arrangement, for which it has determined an interim projection matrix related to the one coordinate system, as the final projection matrix and determines the final projection matrix for at least one position of the recording arrangement, for which it has determined an interim projection matrix related to another coordinate system, based on the respective interim projection matrix related to the other coordinate system and the location of the other coordinate system.

21. The computer program as claimed in claim 20, wherein the final projection matrices form a sequence having sub-segments, the final projection matrices of each sub-segment correspond to a locally contiguous segment of a scan path, along which the recording arrangement is displaced and the computer determines the final projection matrices based on the interim projection matrices of the same group within each sub-segment.

22. The computer program as claimed in claim 21, wherein the computer determines a homographic transformation matrix for every other coordinate system, by means of which the three-dimensional space of the respective other coordinate system is transformed to the one coordinate system and the computer uses the respective homographic transformation matrix to transform the interim projection matrices related to the respective other coordinate system to the one coordinate system.

23. The computer program as claimed in claim 22, wherein the computer determines the homographic transformation matrices by resolving linear equation systems.

24. The computer program as claimed in claim 23, wherein the computer carries out a singular value decomposition to resolve the linear equation systems.

25. A computer, comprising:

a processor;

an input device;

and output device; and

a mass storage device having a stored program that:

receives a plurality of groups of projection images of a reference object already known to the computer;

determines an interim projection matrix via one of a plurality of captured projection images for the respective position of the recording arrangement, where the interim projection matrix describes a mapping of the three-dimensional space to a projection image captured with respective positioning of the recording arrangement and being related to a coordinate system, wherein the captured projection images are captured via a recording arrangement;

assigns a specific coordinate system to each group of projection images;

determines locations of the other coordinate systems related to one of the coordinate systems by the computer using interim projection matrices of different groups determined for the same position of the recording arrangement; and

defines the final projection matrix by the computer using the interim projection matrices and the locations of other coordinate systems for each position of the recording arrangement, wherein the final projection matrices relate to a uniform coordinate system.

26. The computer as claimed in claim 25, wherein the interim projection matrices and the final projection matrices are 3×4 matrices, that define a projective mapping.

27. The computer as claimed in claim 26, wherein the computer adopts the interim projection matrix for at least one position of the recording arrangement, for which it has determined an interim projection matrix related to the one coordinate system, as the final projection matrix and determines the final projection matrix for at least one position of the recording arrangement, for which it has determined an interim projection matrix related to another coordinate system, based on the respective interim projection matrix related to the other coordinate system and the location of the other coordinate system.

28. The computer as claimed in claim 27, wherein the final projection matrices form a sequence having sub-segments, the final projection matrices of each sub-segment correspond to a locally contiguous segment of a scan path, along which the recording arrangement is displaced and the computer determines the final projection matrices based on the interim projection matrices of the same group within each sub-segment.

29. The computer as claimed in claim 28, wherein the computer determines a homographic transformation matrix for every other coordinate system, by means of which the three-dimensional space of the respective other coordinate system is transformed to the one coordinate system and the computer uses the respective homographic transformation matrix to transform the interim projection matrices related to the respective other coordinate system to the one coordinate system.

30. The computer as claimed in claim 29, wherein the computer determines the homographic transformation matrices by resolving linear equation systems.

* * * * *